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Preparing for the exchange in Singapore
Language Certificate and Course Selection
Preparations for the exchange start at Aalto University already almost half a year ahead of the
actual beginning of the exchange. Each student wishing to go overseas for their next fall or spring
semester or perhaps for both have to submit their initial applications to Aalto at the end of January
(most of the universities). To qualify for exchange and to be able to process further in the
application process all students must pass the brief oral English exam held by the Aalto Language
Center or they must have an English course previously credited which has B2 or higher Cerf rating.
I reserved a timeslot from the Language Center and had a nice chat about my studies with an
English professor who evaluated if my language skills were sufficient enough for studies in an
English-speaking community and university. In addition to that all students have to fill their initial
course selection for each university they are applying for.
Visa-issues
All Finns qualify for Singaporean tourist visa without any prior applications and that allows a stay
in Singapore for 90 days but in order to be permitted to study in Singapore legally each expat
student needs to have a Student Pass. This is a multiple entry Visa and all Student Pass holders are
considered Singaporean Permanent Residents (lower level). After the first exchange application
process in Aalto applicants are directed to the portal of the host university. There you give out the
preliminary information needed for your Visa application and everything else will be taken care of
on the site later at the university in Singapore. So, don’t stress too much about that.

General information about studying in Singapore
Academic Calendar and Other School Things
Academic Calendar can easily be found from the university website, but the Fall semester usually
lasts from early August until early December. Usually the university announces a date for the
exchange students when they are expected to arrive to Singapore at latest so don’t worry about that.
Courses
At NTU and at most of the universities in Singapore, as far as I can tell, weirdest course selection
criteria and system that I’ve ever heard of. There is a period when students are allowed to apply for
courses. That’s called Add-and-Drop period. During these weeks all students order daily the courses
to which they are applying for based on which course they want the most. Every day exactly at
10pm the dices are rolled, and some students get the courses they wanted, and others don’t. This
keeps on going for two-weeks and usually everybody has to wait until the very end before they
actually get the classes and schedules they asked for and most of us never do and we have to settle
for something else. Take me for an example. I got one out of the five courses I had initially planned
to study at NTU. Luckily, I was able to get good alternative courses, so no harm was done to me.
Anyways, there is plethora of courses offered so you’ll find proper modules for your program in
any case so no need to worry about that.
As I said, there is a great number of courses offered but there are some limitations as
well. All exchange students can choose any courses they’d like to have quite freely but many arts

courses, courses that require a lot of perquisites and courses with large projects are very hard to get.
It’s also good to know that undergraduate and graduate studies are separated and there is no
crossing of that gap. As a master’s student on exchange at NTU you’re unfortunately limited to a
very short list of available courses.

What did I study at NTU?
I studied my international minor in Singapore, and I wanted to concentrate on studying Marketing
and Management of a business so after the course selection lottery I ended up getting the following
courses.
BU8501 Marketing For The 21st Century (Undergraduate) 3AU
Course had one lecture (no mandatory attendance) a week and one seminar (mandatory attendance)
each week. We also did a small group project and two group presentations during the course. We
learned the basics of marketing and although I considered the course relatively slow-paced, I would
recommend the course for a non-business student if you want to study something else for a change.
This course was evaluated based on participation, group presentations and work, mid-term exam
and final exam.
BU8401 Management Decision Tools (Undergraduate) 3AU
Course only had one three-hour seminar (no mandatory attendance) once a week where the seminar
tutor went through the different processes and decisions in business that should be optimized and
gave us assignments to solve in Excel in small groups. I found that the tasks were relatively difficult
for a student with no advanced skills in Excel. This course was evaluated based on participation,
mid-term quiz and final exam.
EE8061 Innovation and Technology Management (Undergraduate) 3AU
I learned basic knowledge how to build a successful business and what are key ingredients that
make a solid entrepreneur. This course was evaluated based on mid-terms and final exam.
BE2601 Management Principles, Skills & Competencies (Undergraduate) 4AU
This course discussed the different leadership roles, environments and organizations. The course is
unfortunately restricted to theoretical learning. The course included online learning, two written
essays, group project report and a group presentation based on the project. This course was
evaluated based on participation, group presentations and work. No final exam.
DP2001 Digital Photography (Undergraduate) 3AU
Basic course of digital photography where I learned to use digital camera effectively, learned the
correct workflow of a photographer and learned to express myself through my work with camera.
We had small photo assignments throughout the course, and we had three major ones that were
evaluated and printed for the course wide critique. The last one of these was a final project were
students were asked to return 6-10 prints for evaluation. This course was evaluated based on

participation, photo assignments, artist review and a final project. I strongly recommend this course
for all exchange students although this course was very popular and tough to get.

Living on campus
All exchange students are offered a room on campus when they get accepted to NTU. The provided
accommodation is not the nicest or meet the same standards that most of us are used to in Finland
but I wouldn’t change a thing of it (except the fact that you can end up having a room without
aircon as I did but I promise you’ll get used to it). Living on campus is definitely one of the nicest
parts of exchange although sometimes you would pay anything to get something western to eat. We
had a such a crazy good group of friends living on campus that I didn’t spend a day alone during the
whole fall. Most of the nights we ended up just hanging around that one table at one of the canteens
until 3am doing nothing special.
On the campus there are also good sport facilities: gym, pool, running track,
basketball courts and what else. There are also multiple sports clubs and teams that you can join if
you wish to do so. I almost joined the school floorball team (fun fact: there were multiple players in
the school team who player for Singapore National team) but that was a bit too competitive for me,
so I dumped the idea.

Travels
If you play your cards right, you’ll be able to travel quite a lot. I went away for the weekend almost
every other week. I visited Malaysia three times. I went to Pulau Tioman for a NTU diving trip
which by the way is definitely worth every penny, to Langkawi for a weekend getaway to lay on the
beach and to Kuala Lumpur to go out, flew to Ho Chi Minh City for a extempore trip to crawl
through the Cu Chin tunnels of the WWII and I traveled to Philippines to enjoy the countless
waterfalls and the Chocolate Hills of Bohol. I also went to Hong Kong, Krabi and to Cambodia.
Safe to say that Singapore is the perfect base from where to travel around the South-East Asia.
After my exchange I left my luggage to Norwegian Seaman Missionary Church to take good care of
them (keep that place in mind, you’ll need it if you are planning on backpacking after your
exchange) and flew to Java, Indonesia to start a 2.5 week tour of Indonesia then I traveled to
Philippines to spend Christmas and New Year there. After that I flew to Taipei spent six days there
before, I had to fly back to Singapore and back home.

Final Comments
I definitely recommend going for an exchange and to choose NTU and Singapore as your exchange
destination. You’ll hear the cliché: the exchange will change you but if not that you’ll have so much
fun that you can’t even imagine and you’ll meet tons of new people, learn how to deal with people
from different new cultures and learn to speak English fluently.
I got so many friends from around the world during exchange so whenever I want to
travel somewhere, I have a place to stay already in hand, learned to prioritize thing better, I became
way more independent, open and confident about myself and learned not to stress too much.

Few sneak peaks to my exchange

Figure 1 The Taipei 101 from the Elephant Mountain during sun set

Figure 2 Taroko National Park in Taiwan

Figure 3 Volcano eruption or a cloud, somewhere in Bali

Figure 4 Angkor Wat in Cambodia

